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I have attended a lot of workshops on different skill sets, but this has to be the most rewarding

experience ever on all counts - facilitation, quality of learning, depth of discussion down to the

practical and implementable nature of the concepts covered.

– Rashmi Gautam (Pearson)

A workshop with Yogesh is simply a collection of 'truths'. It is a wonder how he combines and

balances stuff so flawlessly. Introspective without being overbearing, the workshop worked for me

at both an awareness and application level. I came out a more aware person.

– Arvind Kumar (Kotak Mahindra Bank)

First thing I noticed about Yogesh is that he is sensitive to audience expectations, apprehensions

and needs to a fault. He consciously and effortlessly creates an environment that brings us out the

best in us and affords an opportunity to learn, unlearn and relearn.

– Shreya Banerjee (Oberoi Hotels)
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